This paper presents a terrain following controller for rotorcraft that takes into account the terrain characteristics ahead of the vehicle as measured by a Laser Range Scanner.
forward flight. The trade-off for such maneuverability is an inherent complexity that translates into a highly nonlinear and unstable dynamical system with wide parameter variations over the vehicle's flight envelope.
In this context, the development of terrain following control systems constitutes both a challenge and a fundamental requirement for accomplishing of high performance low altitude autonomous flight. This paper presents a terrain following controller, based on a novel preview control algorithm. Preview control algorithms have been widely used to improve the overall closed loop performance obtained with limited bandwidth feedback compensators when future information on the commands or disturbances is available. A series of papers on application of the Linear Quadratic preview control theory to the design of vehicle active suspensions can be found in the literature. Special emphasis should be given to the pioneering work of Tomizuka, 1 where the optimal preview control problem is formulated and solved, and the impact of different preview lengths on the overall suspension performance is discussed. An alternative method is presented by Prokop and Sharp 2 that consists of incorporating the disturbance or reference dynamics into the design model and then solving the resulting linear quadratic control problem. More recently, Takaba   3 addressed the problem of a robust servomechanism with preview action mixed LQ/H ∞ design for polytopic uncertain systems using Linear Matrix Inequalities.
Related work in the area with applications to helicopters can be found in Ref. 4 , where authors apply the Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) algorithm to a rotorcraft terrain-following problem. In this work, the performance of the resultant controller is compared to that of a conventional compensator in terms of flight path following, control activity, and control law implementation.
For linear control systems design, the paper exploits the use of a discrete time state feedback H 2 preview control problem for affine parameter-dependent systems. Much of the work in this area is well rooted in the theory of Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs), which are steadily becoming a standard tool for advanced control system design. In fact, many control problems can be cast as LMI problems that can be solved efficiently using convex programming techniques. In the approach pursued in this paper, results presented in Refs. 3, 5, 6 were used to develop the LMI based H 2 preview controller synthesis algorithm for affine parameter-dependent systems. For large preview intervals the technique proposed in the paper leads to LMI optimization problems involving a large number of variables. To tackle this problem, an alternative algorithm for computing the feedforward gain matrix is proposed, one which exploits the particular structure of the augmented preview system.
In the paper, linear state feedback preview controllers are synthesized for a finite number of piecewise affine parameter-dependent discrete time plant models. Each of these models consists of the discrete equivalent of the generalized error linearization for each of the helicopter operating regions determined by a well-defined box in the parameter space (vehicle's total speed and angle of attack). The adopted error space is in line with the solutions presented in Refs. 7-9 and exhibits high directionality accuracy, by taking into account the current vehicle orientation in the definition of the reference velocities.
The resulting controllers are then switched as function of the scheduling variables that parameterize the helicopter operating regions. The final implementation of the non-linear gain scheduled controller is obtained using the D-methodology presented in Ref. 10 , which guarantees a fundamental linearization property and avoids the need to feedforward the values of the state variables and inputs at trimming.
A key question underlying the design of sensor based terrain following control systems is computation of the terrain elevation data from sensor measurements. In this paper, the technique adopted exploits the sensor geometry to efficiently build the terrain profile ahead of the vehicle.
The controller design and performance evaluation of the overall closed loop system relies on an accurate self-contained helicopter dynamic model, derived from first-principles, that is specially tailored for model-scale helicopters. 11 The simulation model, implemented in Matlab, using Simulink and CMEX-file S-functions, includes rigid body, main rotor flapping, and Bell-Hiller stabilizing bar dynamics and is parameterized for the case of the Vario X-Treme acrobatic helicopter.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a nonlinear dynamic model for model-scale helicopters is presented. Section III introduces the path-dependent error space used to describe the vehicle dynamics.
Section IV states the preview control problem. Section V describes the methodology adopted for II. Helicopter dynamic model The helicopter dynamic model presented here was the basis for development of a simulator, named SimModHeli , 11 implemented in Matlab, using Simulink and C MEX-file S-functions, which is freely available to the scientific community. This simulator is completely parameterizable and describes the dynamics of helicopters with any number of blades, with or without a Hiller or Bell-Hiller stabilizing bar. The simulation model is specially tailored for model-scale helicopters, such as the one depicted in Figure 1 . In this paper, for controller design purposes, a simplified model adequate for low speed flight regimes is adopted. The analysis leading to this simplified model is discussed in Ref. 11 .
The helicopter dynamics are described using a conventional six degree of freedom rigid body model driven by forces and moments that explicitly include the effects of the main rotor, Bell-Hiller stabilizing bar, tail rotor, fuselage, horizontal tailplane, and vertical fin. The main rotor is the primary source of lift and propulsion, generating forces and moments that enable control of the aircraft position, orientation and velocity. The Bell-Hiller stabilizing bar improves the stability characteristics of the helicopter. The tail rotor, located at the tail boom, provides the moment needed to counteract the torque generated by the aerodynamic drag forces at the rotor hub. The remaining components have less significant contributions and can be described by simpler models. In short, the fuselage produces drag forces and moments and the horizontal tailplane and vertical fin act as wings in forward flight, increasing flight efficiency. A detailed description of the helicopter dynamic model can be found in Ref.
11.
The equations of motion were derived using the following notation:
{I} -inertial coordinate frame;
{B} -body-fixed coordinate frame, with origin at the vehicle's center of mass;
T -position of the vehicle's center of mass, expressed in {I}; Figure 2 captures the general structure of a rigid-body helicopter model, which can be written as
where m is the vehicle's mass, I B is the tensor of inertia about the {B} frame, f and n are the vectors of external forces and moments respectively, g is the gravitational acceleration, B I R is the rotation matrix from {I} to {B}, S (x) is a skew-symmetric matrix, defined such that S (x) y = x × y, and Q(φ B , θ B ) is the transformation from angular speeds to Euler angle derivatives given by
The external force and moment vectors are functions of the vehicle velocities and of the command vector
T , which consists of the main rotor collective input δ 0 , main rotor and flybar cyclic inputs δ 1c and δ 1s , and tail rotor collective input δ 0t .
III. Error Space
The problem of steering the vehicle along a predefined path, which ultimately allows for definition of a terrain following controller, can be converted into a regulation problem by expressing the state of the vehicle in a conveniently defined error space. This definition requires the introduction of two coordinate systems:
the Serret-Frenet frame, {T }, with origin at the point on the path closest to the vehicle and coordinate axes corresponding to the tangent, normal, and binormal vectors defined at that point; and the desired body frame, {C}, which defines the reference for orientation at each point on the path. References for the tangent Given these definitions, and according to Ref. 7 , an error state vector x e ∈ R 11 and output y e ∈ R 4 can be introduced
and The output vector y e corresponds to a combination of error vector components expressed on the body coordinate system, which is added for tracking purposes. By including v e and d t in y e , both the velocity and position errors are being considered, with the distance vector expressed in the current body frame. The choice of ψ e as the remaining output arises from the specific characteristics of the helicopter. It can be shown that a helicopter may describe a trimming trajectory, with arbitrary but constant yaw angle relative to the path being followed, automatically constraining the roll and pitch angles.
Assuming that the reference path satisfies ω r = 0,λ C = 0, the error dynamics can be written as
where (4) with output vector y e about the equilibrium point x e = 0, u = u c results in
where A e , B e , and C e denote the Jacobians evaluated at the equilibrium condition.
The discrete time equivalent of the linear continuous time model (5) is obtained using the zero-order hold on the inputs technique. Let T be the sampling time and define, with obvious abuse of notation, the augmented discrete time state
T , where x i (k) corresponds to the discrete time integral of y e . Using this notation, the discrete error dynamics can be written as
where
IV. Preview Problem Formulation
Better terrain following performance with limited bandwidth compensators can be achieved by taking into account, in the control law, the terrain characteristics ahead of the helicopter obtained from measurements of a forward looking laser range scanner. The technique used in this paper to develop a tracking controller generalizes the results presented in Ref. 12 , and amounts to augmenting the discrete time error space dynamics with a description of the future terrain evolution as seen by the platform.
With the objective of including future path disturbances in the discrete time error space dynamics (7), assume that the helicopter moves with constant speed and attitude along a given reference path that results from the concatenation of straight lines. A detailed analysis of the error dynamics (4) suggests the introduction of the term
T R v r as the perturbation to be previewed. Using this interpretation, the disturbance signal, as seen from the helicopter, can be modeled as 
and the corresponding discretization is given by
T is obtained from the impulse invariant discrete equivalent of the injection matrix W . It is assumed that the sampling period is sufficiently small to consider the reference path changes synchronized with the sampling time. Once again with obvious abuse of notation, s(k) ∈ R s corresponds to
Assuming a preview length of p samples, let
the vector containing all the preview inputs at instant k. The discrete time dynamics of vector x s (k) can be modeled as a FIFO queue, given by
Combining the dynamic representation of the terrain (11) with (9) yields the augmented system
and
represents the injection matrix of the preview signals into the error dynamics.
Notice that the D matrix is stable and therefore the augmented system (12) preserves the stabilizability and detectability properties of the original plant.
With the present technique, the preview information is retrieved at p points selected along the path, 
V. Discrete Time Controller Design
This section presents a solution for the discrete time state feedback H 2 preview control problem for affine parameter-dependent systems. In the approach pursued in this paper, results presented in Ref.
3, 5, 6 were used to develop the LMI based controller synthesis algorithm. Much of the work in this area is well rooted in the theory of LMIs, which are steadily becoming a standard tool for advanced control system design. In fact,
LMIs provide a powerful formulation framework as well as a versatile design technique for a wide variety of linear control problems. Since solving LMIs is a convex optimization problem for which numerical solvers are now available, an LMI based formulation can be seen as a practical solution for many control problems.
A. Theoretical background In what follows, the standard set-up and nomenclature used in Ref. 13 is adopted, leading to the statespace LFT feedback system represented in Figure 5 . Consider the generalized affine parameter-dependent system G(ζ) as a function of the slowly varying parameter vector ζ. It is assumed that ζ is in a compact set Θ ∈ R q . Suppose that the parameter set Θ can be partitioned into a family of regions that are compact closed subsets Θ i , i = 1, . . . , N and that cover the desired helicopter flight envelope. In the ith parameter region ζ ∈ Θ i the dynamic behavior of the closed-loop system satisfies the realization 
The generalized affine parameter-dependent system G(ζ) consists of the plant to be controlled, together with appended weights that shape the exogenous and internal signals and the preview dynamics presented in Section IV.
For a given parameter region ∆ ≡ Θ i , assume that the elements that constitute the parameter vector ζ
have their values confined to the interval
. . , q and define ∆ 0 as the set of the m = 2 q vertices of the parameter-dependent region
Then ∆ corresponds to the convex hull of ∆ 0 , ∆ = co{∆ 0 }, which is the smallest convex set containing all the points in ∆ 0 . The following result, which can be found in Ref. 5 , is fundamental for affine parameter dependent systems.
Suppose that the feedback system is well-posed, and let T zw denote the closed loop operator from w to 
if and only if there are real matrices P = P T > 0, K and Z such that the following LMI system is satisfied 
It is important to point out that this analysis result states that, to guarantee that matrix K satisfies (14) for all ζ ∈ ∆, it is enough to ascertain that K satisfies (14) on the m points of the set ∆ 0 . The synthesis problem, i.e. that of finding a matrix P = X −1 and controller K that verify (15-17), can be solved according to the following result.
Result 3. The H 2 norm of the closed loop operator T zw (ζ) is less than a positive number γ, that is,
where matrices W
Using the matrix solution X, the static state feedback gain K is then computed by solving the following LMI feasibility problem:
This result can be easily proven by using the Projection Lemma, 5 followed by a decomposition of the null space matrices. Finally, the optimal solution for the discrete time H 2 control problem is approximated through the minimization of γ subject to Result 3.
B. Preview Controller Synthesis Technique
For augmented discrete time dynamic systems that include large preview intervals p > 50, the controller synthesis technique proposed in the last section leads to LMI optimization problems involving a large number of variables, which cannot easily be solved using the tools available today.
Going back to the preview control problem, consider the linear discrete time system (12) . It is well known from the literature 1, 2, 12 that solutions for H 2 discrete time preview control problems can, in general, be decomposed into feedback and feedforward controllers by exploiting the particular structure of augmented preview dynamics. Building on these ideas, an alternative algorithm for computing the feedforward gain matrix is proposed.
To start with, consider an affine parameter-dependent system with the structure of (12) Partitioning matrices according to the augmented system structure, let P =
Further assume thatC T zĒ = 0. Applying Schur complements to the LMI (15), the following Lyapunov inequality is obtained:
Simple manipulations show that the upper right block of (22) corresponds to a Lyapunov inequality of the form
In view of these facts, the following result can be established. 
satisfies the conditions of Result 2, consider the matrix
P ds = [Ã T c P d B o , (Ã 2 c ) T P d B o , · · · , (Ã p+1 c ) T P d B o ] + [Q 1 ,Ã T c Q 1 + Q 2 , ..., p+1 j=1 (Ã p+1−j c ) T Q j ],(24)whereÃ c = A o − B o (B T o P d B o + R) −1 B T o P d AP s (i, j) =      Ξ(i, j) , i ≤ s ∨ j ≤ s Ξ(i, j) + P s (i − s, j − s) , i > s ∧ j > s (25) Ξ = H T o P d H o + H T o P ds D + D T P ds H o + Q s − (P d H o + P ds D) T B o (B T o P d B o + R) −1 B T o (P d H o + P ds D).
Consider also the feedforward gain matrix
Then, the resulting closed-loop system is stable over the whole region ∆ and the Lyapunov inequality for the central point verifies
with P = P T > 0.
be a stabilizing state feedback controller for system (12) . Simple inspection of the structure of (12) shows that only K d determines the stability of the closed-loop system. Since the pair
satisfies the conditions of Result 2, the stability of the closed-loop system over the whole region ∆ is guaranteed.
To show that (27) is verified for the central point, consider the following expressions
such that L(P, K) = 0 andL(P ) = 0 correspond to a Lyapunov equation and an algebraic Riccati equation
Using the structure of the augmented system matrices, (28) can be written as 
where Λ(P d , K d ) < 0 corresponds to the Lyapunov inequality (23) andΛ(P d ) = 0 takes the form of an ARE, both computed for the central system. Since K s does not influence the stability of the closed loop system,
, yielding Γ =Γ and Σ =Σ. From the hypothesis, it follows that Λ( 
where P ds , and P s satisfy equations (24) and (25), respectively.
To evaluate the efficiency and validity of the method proposed for controller synthesis, a comparative analysis of the available methods was carried out. The results, presented in Table 1 The proposed method is indeed much faster than solving the LMI's for the augmented system, especially as the dimension of the preview vector increases, and achieves H 2 norm values very close to the ones given by the LMI optimization. Notice that, in practical terms, computation time for the optimal LMI-based method is no longer acceptable when the number of preview samples reaches twenty. 
VI. Reference path
The preview-based tracking controller presented in the previous sections can be applied to terrain following for autonomous helicopters using different range sensing techniques. In this paper, a setup is considered wherein a Laser Range Scanner, mounted underneath the helicopter, scans the terrain along the vehicle's direction of forward flight, see Figure 8 . As a result of this setup, a vector of reference points is available at all times and the full preview vector x s (k) can be computed for every sampling instant. To consider this state vector in the tracking controller, it is assumed that for two consecutive sampling instants, the computed reference paths are very similar, so that the dynamics of x s (k) can be approximated by (11) .
The method adopted to build the reference path from measurement data is now presented. As shown in Figure 6 , the laser readings, consisting of scanning angle and measured range, are transformed into 2-D terrain points, expressed in the body-fixed frame {B}. All the ensuing processing is performed with respect to this coordinate frame. The reconstruction points are interpolated by straight lines to approximate the terrain profile, while the actual reference path is obtained by "rolling" a circle along the reconstructed terrain profile and selecting the maximum for each x coordinate (see Figure 7) . In this way, the reference path is guaranteed to keep a pre-specified safety distance from the terrain, defined as a perpendicular offset D off to the reconstructed terrain profile.
As an example of the path building process, consider the case represented in Figure 8 . It is clear that, for high enough values of the scanning angle, the laser beam no longer hits any obstacle. For these readings, the laser is considered blind and a vertical wall shaped obstacle is assumed, for reasons of simplicity. The path building algorithm also handles occlusion problems, such as the one depicted in Figure 9 , where the vehicle describes a climbing flight maneuver parallel to the wall and the sensor cannot acquire future information about the terrain profile ahead of this wall. Step shaped terrain and actual reference path computed using out-of-range laser readings.
In this specific example, instead of ignoring the two laser readings that do not reach any obstacle, the algorithm uses them to capture the sudden change in the terrain and provide relevant preview information to the control system.
VII. Non-linear implementation
In the application presented here the vehicle is expected to follow the terrain moving along a vertical For each operating region, the elements of the discrete time state space matrices obtained from linearization of the error dynamics were approximated by affine functions of ζ using a Least Squares Fitting. As an example, Figure 11 shows the surface obtained for element (1, 4) of matrixĀ and the planes computed for the considered set of operating regions.
For a relatively dense grid of evaluated operating points, the affine approximation results in a maximum absolute error between matrix entries of less than 10% and a average absolute error of less than 2%. To further validate the affine parameter-dependent approximation, Figures 12 and 13 
A. Controller implementation
To implement the controller within the scope of gain scheduling control theory, 15 a state feedback matrix gain K i was computed for each of the operating regions according to the technique presented in Section V. During the controller design phase, the regions were defined as overlaid to avoid fast switching between controllers, see Figure 10 . The disturbance input matrixB w was set toB s and the state and control weight matricesC z andĒ were set tō 
The final implementation scheme, presented in Figure 14 , was achieved using the D-methodology de- 
VIII. Results
The following simulation results were obtained using the nonlinear dynamic model SimModHeli, which includes not only the rigid-body dynamics but also main rotor and Bell-Hiller stabilizing bar flapping dynamics. The model was parametrized for the Vario X-treme platform. An additional tool used to assess the performance of the preview control scheme consists of comparing the H 2 norm of the linear closed-loop systems resulting from application of the control strategies with and without preview action. As shown in Figure 16 , considering a mesh of operating points defined in V and α, the performance index for the preview-based solution is consistently below that of the traditional solution.
In Figure 17 , the terrain following performance obtained with the proposed scheme is evaluated by varying the size of the preview vector and comparing the trajectories described by the vehicle, while following a stepshaped terrain profile. It can be observed that increasing the number preview samples, up to the value of 30, produces a clear improvement in performance. The fact that after a certain threshold no significant improvement is achieved is a natural result and corroborates the expected properties of the proposed method.
The time evolution of the error state vector x e and actuation signals u corresponding to the p = 50 experiment is presented in Figures 18 and 19 , respectively. It can be observed that signal activity, due to the preview action, clearly precedes transition points in the reference path. The vertical line marks the change in the reference path from forward to vertical flight. After each transition, both the state and input quickly converge to trimming values. 
IX. Conclusions
The paper presented the design and performance evaluation of a laser based terrain following controller for rotorcraft. The technique described achieves good terrain following performance by taking into account, in the control law, the terrain characteristics ahead of the helicopter. Resorting to an H 2 controller design methodology for affine parameter-dependent systems, the technique presented exploits a new error space capable of naturally describing the particular dynamic characteristics of the helicopter in a suitable flight envelope. An alternative algorithm was proposed for computing the feed-forward gain matrix that avoids solving Linear Matrix Inequalities involving large numbers of unknowns. The resulting nonlinear controller was synthesized and implemented within the scope of gain-scheduling control theory, using a piecewise affine parameter-dependent model representation for the given set of operating regions. The effectiveness of the new control law was assessed in a MATLAB/Simulink simulation environment with a full nonlinear model of the Vario X-Treme helicopter. The quality of the results obtained clearly indicates that the methodology derived is suitable for the proposed application. Future work will include helicopter control close to the ground in the presence of strong wind action, extension of the presented technique to true three-dimensional terrain following using different sensors, and exploration of new error spaces along with new preview information inputs.
